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School of Engineering
Nadia Dwidar: Last name A-E
Christina Mayo: Last name F-L
Phung Colvin: Last name M-Q
Karla Gonzalez: Last name R-Z

School of Natural Sciences
Erica Robbins: Transfers, Pre-health
Amy Lou: Biological Sciences (last name A-L)
Maricela Melendrez: Biological Sciences (last name M-Z)
Kelly Van Zandt: Applied Mathematics, Chemistry, Earth Systems Science, Physics, Undeclared NS, affiliated Minors
Chelsea Arnold: Natural Sciences Education minor and Natural Sciences Education with Teach Credential minor

School of Social Sciences, Humanities and Arts
Brenda Maldonado-Rosas: Anthropology, History, Political Science, Sociology. Minors: Anthropology, History, Political Science, Sociology, Community Research and Service

Bright Success Center
Lina Kaji: Last name A-L
Stacie Jenkins: Last name M-Z